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Grammar  
PAST SIMPLE AND PAST CONTINUOUS 

1 Choose the sentence that is closest in meaning to the original. 

1. Sally prepared the dinner, then she watched television for a while.  

a. Sally watched television when dinner was ready. 

b. Sally made the dinner and watched TV at the same time. 

2. We got to the football stadium as they were closing the gates. 

a. They closed the gates after we got to the stadium. 

b. They started to close the gates before we got to the stadium.  

3. Gina was reading a book while her husband was watching a talk show. 

a. Gina read a book till the talk show began. 

b. Gina read a book during the talk show. 

4. The students were sitting at their desks when the teacher came in. 

a. The students sat down before the teacher came in. 

b. The teacher came in and the students sat down. 

2 Choose the correct answer. 

 1. The girls … tennis when it started to rain. 

  a. were playing b. played 

 2. The shop … an hour ago. 

  a. opened b. were opening 

 3. … reading the article about Tiger Woods last night? 

  a. Were you finishing b. Did you finish 

 4. We didn’t hear the doorbell because everyone … . 

  a. was talking b. talked 

 5. Where … Diane after the film? 

  a. were you meeting b. did you meet 

 6. On my first day at my new school, several students … to me. 

  a. spoke b. were speaking 

 7. When Jack left the house, he … a sweater.  

  a. wasn’t wearing b. didn’t wear 

 8. Why … on the phone while everyone else was helping with the preparations? 

  a. did you talk b. were you talking 

 9. Tom didn’t stop when I called him because he … to a meeting. 

  a. hurried b. was hurrying 

 10. Sara … when I saw her. 

  a. shopped b. was shopping 
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3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.   

1. Bill ……………………… (not send) us any postcards while he ……………………… (travel) around Australia. 

2. As I ……………………… (run) for the bus, I ………………………  (drop) my bag. 

3. When he ……………………… (hear) the strange sound, the dog ……………………… (bark) loudly. 

4. Why  Ben ……………………… (lie) on the beach while all his friends ……………………… (help) to clean the gym? 

5. John ……………………… (decide) to leave the party because he ……………………… (not enjoy) it.  

6. Who ……………………… (drive) the car when it ……………………… (crash) into the tree? 

4 Write questions with the words below. Use the Past Simple or Past Continuous. 

1. you / try / the steak / at the restaurant  

 ...............................................................................................................  

2. she / sleep / when / I / call  

 ...............................................................................................................  

3. how many DVDs / he / give / you 

 ...............................................................................................................  

4. Jeff / wait / for you / when / you / arrive 

 ...............................................................................................................  

5 Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets.  
Do not change the original meaning of the sentences. 
1. Fred was working in the garden in the rain. (while) 

 ...............................................................................................................  

2. Someone called us during our favourite programme. (when) 

 ...............................................................................................................  

3. The robbers left the bank, and at that moment the police arrived. (as) 

 ...............................................................................................................  

4. Phil rode to school and on the way he fell off his bike. (was) 

 ...............................................................................................................  

5. It was 7 o’clock, but we didn’t stop studying. (at) 

 ...............................................................................................................  
 


